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Abstract 

Digital image processing is still new enough for most people that no matter how much we read, experiment and work at it, there 
seems to be an endless amount to learn. Contrast enhancement attempts to increase the appearance of large-scale light-dark 
transitions, similar to how sharpening with an "unsharp mask" increases the appearance of small-scale edges. Good local contrast 
gives an image its "pop" and creates a three-dimensional effect — mimicking the look naturally created by high-end camera 
lenses. Local contrast enhancement is also useful for minimizing the effect of haze, lens flare, or the dull look created by taking a 
photograph through a dirty window. In this paper comparative analysis of various contrast enhancement techniques for such 
underwater images is presented. The performance of contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization method is compared with 
contrast stretching, and histogram equalization method. For comparing the performance, mean square error and SNR used as 
parameters. The method is tested on various type of grey scale image environment. 
 

Keywords: Image enhancement, contrast stretching, histogram equalization, Contrast limited Adaptive Histogram 
Equalization. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

For the last few years, a successful movement has been started towards the direction of the improvement of 
image processing techniques and methods [1]-[5]. Very little research has been carried out to process grey scale 
images. The existing research shows that grey scale images raise new challenges and impose significant problems 
due to light absorption and scattering effects of the light and inherent structure less environment. Exploring, 
understanding and investigating underwater activities of images are gaining importance for the last few years. 
Today, scientists are keen to explore the mysterious grey scale world. However, the area is still lacking in image 
processing analysis techniques and methods that could be used to improve the quality of grey scale images. In the 
past, research in image processing was mainly limited to ordinary images with the exception of few approaches that 
have been applied to grey scale images. Details can be found in [1]-[5].  

 
 For the last few years, a growing interest in marine research has encouraged researchers from different 
disciplines to explore the mysterious grey scale world. A significant amount of literature is available on image 
processing, ‘event detection’, ‘detection and tracking of objects’, ‘feature detection’ and so forth.  
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 The remaining  of the paper is organized as follows: Next Section describe the various type of image 
enhancement method and algorithm, section II describe the contrast stretching techniques, in section III details 
histogram equalization, section IV describe CLAHE method. Section V details result in comparative form. Section 
VI gives conclusion and future work. 
 
 
 
2. Image Enhancement 
 

Image enhancement is a process of improving the quality of image by improving its features. Contrast 
enhancements improve the perceptibility of objects in the scene by enhancing the brightness difference between 
objects and their backgrounds. Contrast enhancements are typically performed as a contrast stretch followed by a 
tonal enhancement, although these could both be performed in one step. A contrast stretch improves the brightness 
differences uniformly across the dynamic range of the image, whereas tonal enhancements improve the brightness 
differences in the shadow (dark), midtone (grays), or highlight (bright) regions at the expense of the brightness 
differences in the other regions. 

 
 Here we have given three method of image enhancement for grey scale images (i) Contrast stretching (ii) 
Histogram equalization and Contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization. A number of contrast measures were 
proposed for complex images as grey scale images [1, 2, 3, 4]. Finally in this paper, a novel CLAHE enhancement 
method is proposed which can yield the optimal equalization and also limit the contrast of the image. The suggested 
method is very useful for the video image broadcasting. where the brightness requirement is high such as in 
geographical channels. 
 
 
2.1 Contrast stretching 
 

A high-contrast image spans the full range of gray-level values; therefore, a low contrast image can be 
transformed into a high-contrast image by remapping or stretching the gray-level values such that the histogram 
spans the full range. The contrast stretch is often referred to as the dynamic range adjustment (DRA). The simplest 
contrast stretch is a linear transform that maps the lowest gray level GLmin in the image to zero and the highest 
value GLmax in the image to 255 (for an eight-bit image), with all other gray levels remapped linearly between zero 
and 255, to produce a high-contrast image that spans the full range of gray levels. This linear transform is given by 

 

 
 
where the INT function returns the integer value. If we wish to remap the image to a gray-level range 

defined by a new minimum GL′min and a new maximum defined by GL′max, the linear transform can be 
generalized to 

 

 
 
The linear transform for contrast enhancement spreads the gray-level values evenly over the full contrast 

range available; thus, the relative shape of the histogram remains unchanged but is widened to fill the range. The 
stretching of the histogram creates evenly distributed gaps between gray-level values in the image. Note that 
although the linear transform will increase the contrast of the image, the steps between the populated gray-level 
values increase in contrast as well, which can result in visible contouring artifacts in the image. We can achieve 
additional contrast enhancement if we replace GLmin and GLmax with points that penetrate the gray-level 
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histogram, with Pmin > GLmin penetrating the low end and Pmax < GLmax penetrating the high end. The gray-level 
transform is then given by 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 The values for Pmin and Pmax can be calculated for each image using predefined percentages of the 
cumulative histogram that will be clipped to zero and 255. The gray-level histogram P′(GL) of the processed image 
will cover the full contrast range but will also have more pixels at zero and 255 due to the clipping. 

 
 
2.2 Histogram Equalization 

 
As stated earlier, basically the histogram equalization spreads out intensity values along the total range of 

values in order to achieve higher contrast. This method is especially useful when an image is represented by close 
contrast values, such as images in which both the background and foreground are bright at the same time, or else 
both are dark at the same time. 

 
Histogram Equalization is a method that increases the contrast of an image by increasing the dynamic range 

of intensity given to pixels with the most probable intensity values. One transformation function that accomplishes 
this is a cumulative distribution function. In the histogram equalization function that was used to produce the results 
shown in this report, the transformation is scaled such that the least intense value in the original image is mapped to 
a zero intensity value in the equalized image. As well, the most intense value in the original image is mapped to an 
intensity value that is equal to the maximum intensity value determined by the bit depth of the image. The 
transformation that we are looking for must satisfy the following two conditions. 

 
(a) T (r ) must be single valued and monotonically increasing in the internal 0≤r≤1 
(b)  0≤T (r)≤1 for 0 ≤r ≤1 i.e. 0 ≤s ≤1 for 0≤r≤1 
 
The requirement in (a) that T(r) be single valued is needed to guarantee that the inverse transformation will 

exist, and the monotonic condition preserves the increasing order from black to white in the output image. A 
transformation function that is not monotonically increasing could result in at least a section of the intensity range 
being inverted , thus producing some inverted gray levels in the output image. The condition (b) guarantees that the 
output gray levels will be in the same range as the input levels. The inverse transformation from s back to r is 
denoted as. 
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For example 2 transformation functions are shown in below Fig. 

 

 
 

The gray levels in an image may be viewed as random variables in the interval [0,1]. One of the most 
fundamental descriptors of a random variables is its probability density function ( PDF). So the grey levels for 
continuous variables can be characterized by their probability density functions p(r) and p(s). The probability 
density of the transformed grey level is shown in following equation, 

 
 

 
 
We now need to find a transformation, which would give us a flat histogram. Let us consider the 

Cumulative Density Function (CDF). Cumulative density function is obtained by simply adding up all the 
Probability density functions(PDF). 
 

 
Using histogram equalization can be a good approach when automatic enhancement is desired, although 

there are still situations where basing image enhancement on a uniform histogram may not be the best approach. In 
these situations, histogram equalization effects may be too severe. So other histogram techniques may need to be 
used, such as adaptive histogram equalization. 

 
 

2.3 CLAHE 
 

CLAHE was originally developed for medical imaging and has proven to be successful for enhancement of 
low contrast images such as portal films. The CLAHE algorithm partitions the images into contextual regions and 
applies the histogram equalization to each one. This evens out the distribution of used grey values and thus makes 
hidden features of the image more visible. The full grey spectrum is used to express the image. Contrast Limited 
Adaptive Histogram Equalization, (CLAHE) is an improved version of AHE, or Adaptive Histogram Equalization. 
Both overcome the limitations of standard histogram equalization. A variety of adaptive contrast limited histogram 
equalization techniques (CLAHE) are provided. Sharp field edges can be maintained by selective enhancement 
within the field boundaries. Selective enhancement is accomplished by first detecting the field edge in a portal 
image and then only processing those regions of the image that lie inside the field edge. Noise can be reduced while 
maintaining the high spatial frequency content of the image by applying a combination of CLAHE, median filtration 
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and edge sharpening. A variation of the contrast limited technique called adaptive histogram clip (AHC) can also be 
applied. 

 
 
Algorithm Steps: 
 
1. Obtain all the inputs: Image, Number of regions in row and column directions, Number of bins for the histograms 
used in building image transform function (dynamic range), Clip limit for contrast limiting (normalized from 0 to 1) 
2. Pre-process the inputs: Determine real clip limit from the normalized value if necessary, pad the image before 
splitting it into regions 
3. Process each contextual region (tile) thus producing gray level mappings: Extract a single image region, make a 
histogram for this region using the specified number of bins, clip the histogram using clip limit, and create a 
mapping (transformation function) for this region 
4. Interpolate gray level mappings in order to assemble final CLAHE image: Extract cluster of four neighboring 
mapping functions, process image region partly overlapping each of the mapping tiles, extract a single pixel, apply 
four mappings to that pixel, and interpolate between the results. 
 
 
 
3. Results 
 

In this section, some experimental results for performance comparison of various contrast based 
enhancement method are presented for the purpose of segmentation. Source images are taken from different 
underwater environment as shown in Fig.  

 
 

For img1: 
 

 
Fig 1: original image and its histogram 

 
 

 
Fig 2: Contrast stretching and its histogram 

 
 

 
Fig 3: Histogram equalization and its histogram 
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Fig 4: CLAHE and its histogram 

 
 

For Img2: 
 

     
Fig 1: original image and its histogram 

 

     
Fig 2: Contrast stretching and its histogram 

 

    
Fig 3: Histogram equalization and its histogram 

 

     
 

Fig 4: CLAHE and its histogram 
 

 
The comparison of enhancement method is presented in the paper. It is found that CLAHE method not only 

improve the contrast but also equalizes the image histogram efficiently. 
 

Table: Comparison of SNR 
Sl. No. Modality Contrast Stretching Histogram 

Equilization 
CLAHE 

1. Image1 18.003 18.6987 19.7709 
2. Image2 20.1447 15.5696 17.5833 
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4. Conclusion  
 

The comparison of enhancement method is presented in the paper. It is found that CLAHE method not only 
improve the contrast but also equalizes the image histogram efficiently. It is observed that SNR is improved with 
CLAHE method in comparison with HE method. The enhancement method effectively improves the visibility of 
grey scale images. The comparison of segmentation shows that with CLAHE objects are more clearly visible. 
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